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Topic by system
• E.S.I.M. system (2007-current)
• N.V.L.D. system (2002-07)
• L.D.P. system (1996-2004)
• Mention of other Chrysler systems 
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E.S.I.M.
Evaporative System Integrity Monitor
ESIM as a physical part mounts vertically on the 
canister (this is important because of gravity: 
do not modify!)
3
E.S.I.M.
4
E.S.I.M.
Job Description: 
Like other systems, ESIM serves as the vent, 
providing vacuum and pressure relief for the 
fuel tank and EVAP system
ESIM also contains a switch which is used in 
the leak detection strategy
5
Vent: important!
6
E.S.I.M.
Pressure relief is provided by weights that act as 
one-way check valve seals
#1= large weight PRESS relief
#5= small weight VAC relief
7
E.S.I.M. one-way weight seals
8
The fresh air side of ESIM is connected 
to a remote air filter. If this filter is 
restricted, vent function is diminished 
9
Filter
Fresh air 
side of 
ESIM
E.S.I.M. EVAP filter
EVAP Filter: internals
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EVAP Filter: external
E.S.I.M.
Pressure relief: approx .5” of water
(Very important in vehicle refueling!)
Vacuum relief: approx. 2.2” of water
Vent function prevents tank damage and is set 
far below gas cap venting values
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E.S.I.M. and O.R.V.R.
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E.S.I.M. and O.R.V.R.
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ORVR Control Valve
Flow management valve
E.S.I.M. Switch
Function: Diaphragm closes switch contacts at 
approx. 1” of water EVAP vacuum acting as a 
signal to the PCM
#2= switch contacts
#4= diaphragm 
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E.S.I.M. Switch
• PCM provides approx. 4.5 volts to the switch 
(same voltage key on or off) 
• Switch: less than 1 ohm resistance closed.
• Switch closes to chassis ground
• Current draw of the switch is approx. 5 
milliamps
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E.S.I.M. Switch
16
5v
ESIM
PCM
Sense
Fixed R1
Fixed R2 
E.S.I.M. at shutoff
• PCM monitors the ESIM switch state at 
ignition off, if closed, the purge solenoid is 
energized for several seconds until ESIM 
switch opens 
• In other words, the purge solenoid acts as a 
temporary vent and relieves EVAP vacuum
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E.S.I.M.
PCM energizes purge after vehicle shut off
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Meter 
monitoring 
purge PWM +
E.S.I.M. Small leak test
• Non-intrusive, performed engine off using 
“natural vacuum”
• PCM monitors ESIM switch. A switch closure 
denotes EVAP vacuum, indicating a seal
• Engine runtime and ignition off time is 
monitored and logged
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E.S.I.M. Screen shots
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E.S.I.M. Small leak test
• The first ten minutes of off time is ignored. 
• The switch has up to 1050 minutes to close 
and count as a pass. Time over 1050 is not 
valid nor logged.
• If the vehicle is re-started within 60 minutes 
without a close, such time is not logged. 
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E.S.I.M. Time logs
• To mature a failure, timers must fill 4200 minutes 
of off time and with 100 minutes of run time
• A maximum of 1050 minutes off time can be 
logged per key off event, only 27 minutes 
maximum of on time can be logged per run event
• A small leak pass resets the timer logs
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E.S.I.M. Screen shots: time log
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E.S.I.M. small leak failure 
• The only way to flag a P0456 failure is to meet 
fuel tank level and ambient temperature 
criteria and fill the on and off time counters 
without a pass. This will illuminate the MIL. 
• Upon vehicle re-start if the ESIM did not close, 
the result is inconclusive and the large leak 
intrusive test will be run if conditions are met. 
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E.S.I.M. large leak test
If the small leak test is 
inconclusive and  
conditions satisfied, 
then the large leak 
test is run  
Enabling conditions:
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E.S.I.M. large leak test
• After closed loop operation, the purge 
solenoid will ramp up operation. 
• The ESIM switch should therefore close. If not, 
a P0440 General EVAP fault will flag a failure 
(2 failures needed for DTC)
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E.S.I.M. large leak test
• Once the ESIM switch closes, purge is turned 
off and a (decay) timer is started.
• Time of vacuum decay is the criteria used to  
pass or fail the large leak test. A P0455 takes 2 
failures to become a DTC and illuminate the 
MIL 
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E.S.I.M. large leak test
The time values can 
be viewed under 
“Last Result”
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E.S.I.M. small leak pass
• If small leak passed, there is no reason to run 
the large leak test.
• At this point purge flow monitor can run 
• Purge airflow is calculated in grams/second 
and a vapor ratio is calculated for that mass
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Purge monitor
• Purge solenoid: 2 wires, 
approx. 15 ohm solenoid
• PCM pulses power side 
@ 200 Hz
• % on time varied 0-60%
• Ground return is to PCM 
where current is 
monitored
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Purge monitor
• Vapor ratio is learned 
from scratch every 
ignition cycle by 
monitoring short term 
trim shift during purge 
ramp up, down and off
• All long term cells are 
purge free, they are 
“locked” during purge 
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Purge monitor
• If vapor ratio exceeds a 
pre-determined amount, 
the monitor passes
• If not, purge is ramped 
up aggressively, if vapor 
ratio then responds, it 
passes. If ratio still fails to 
shift, a P0441 one trip 
failure is logged
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P0457 Loose fuel cap
• PCM monitors fuel level 
and logs it at key off 
and on
• If PCM detects enough 
sending unit change to 
determine refueling       
(about 25%), the 
monitor will run
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P0457 Loose fuel cap
• Similar to the large leak 
test, purge is ramped 
up
• The ESIM switch should 
close
• After ESIM closes, purge 
is de-energized and the 
decay timer starts
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P0457 Loose fuel cap
• If the vacuum decay 
timer indicates a leak, a 
failure is logged.
• GPEC takes 3 trips to 
mature, NGC only 2
• MIL on, Gas Cap light on
• Only 1 trip needed to 
clear!
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Global Disables
Any of these conditions will disable the 
evaporative monitors from running: 
• High altitude: BARO under 22.2”Hg
• Low ambient temp: under 19 degrees F
• Low battery voltage: under 11 volts
• Fuel tank level below 12% or over 88%
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E.S.I.M. Forced Monitor
The scan tool can 
command the 
(intrusive) monitor to 
run without regard to 
normal pre-test 
conditions 
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Forced Monitor
This may be useful in 
repair verification
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EVAP  shop testing
• Watch the placement of pressure introduction 
into the system whether testing with 
nitrogen, smoke or air.
• Pressurize at the ESIM or NVLD fresh air vent!
• Reason: The smoke machine pressure is 
greater than the ESIM or NVLD pressure relief 
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EVAP  shop testing
• Options: use an adaptor 
such as 8404-ADP and 
pressurize through the 
fresh air vent or:
• Use a fuel cap adaptor 
such as 8382 and plug 
the fresh air hose with a 
magic marker lid or…
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8404-ADP
EVAP shop testing
• As with other systems 
when flow testing, 
calibrate meter and 
keep fuel tank volume 
and temperature in 
mind
• Miller tool 8404 uses 
regulated shop air, tools 
from other 
manufacturers use 
nitrogen
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N.V.L.D.
Natural Vacuum Leak Detection
• Introduced on some 2002 models
• Can be mounted on canister or remotely
• Similar to ESIM in strategy  
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N.V.L.D.
43
Remote mount example
N.V.L.D.
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N.V.L.D. 3 wires
1. Approx. 12 v from 
PCM to power the 
solenoid
2. Switch Signal wire: PCM 
provides approx. 12 v 
key on, 5 v key off to 
NVLD switch  
3. Chassis ground
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‘07 Caravan NVLD 
near steering rack
N.V.L.D. solenoid function
De-energized, poppet closed Energized, poppet open
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N.V.L.D.  vent functions
• Engine running: PCM normally energizes NVLD 
solenoid 
• When energized, the solenoid pops the 
pressure/vacuum relief valve wide open        
(big vent)
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N.V.L.D.  vent functions
• When engine is not running, vent relief comes 
from the pressure/vacuum relief poppet valve
• Valve operates by spring pressure vs. surface 
area and pressure differential
• Pressure relief: about .5” of water
• Vacuum relief: about 3” of water
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N.V.L.D.  vent functions
Vacuum from underneath  
overcomes spring pressure and 
opens the poppet valve like the 
electrical solenoid does in this 
picture
EVAP positive pressure acting on 
the top of  diaphragm pushes down 
on the tit of the poppet valve to 
open it
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N.V.L.D. switch
• Like ESIM, the switch closes at 1”of water 
vacuum
• Unlike ESIM, the switch is about 130 Ohms
• Unlike ESIM, the voltage level on the switch 
sense wire from the PCM changes from ~12v 
key on to ~5v key off
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N.V.L.D. switch
• The switch “button” is pushed by a diaphragm 
which is moved by pressure differential
• The diaphragm has atmospheric pressure on 
the bottom and EVAP pressure on top
• The EVAP pressure on top is fed through a 
“secret” internal passage 
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N.V.L.D. switch
Button switch at top of assembly Adjustment set at factory
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130 Ohm
resistor
N.V.L.D. switch
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Evap. pressure 
pushes down
Atmospheric pushes 
up. 
N.V.L.D. strategy 
Leak testing and purge monitors work like the 
ESIM with 2 exceptions:
1.The purge solenoid does not activate after 
engine shutdown.
2.During the large leak test, the NVLD solenoid 
is de-energized to seal the system
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N.V.L.D. screen shots
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N.V.L.D. forced monitor
• Similar to ESIM, a 
forced monitor can be 
run using the scan tool
• In general terms, the 
longer the time 
duration, the better the 
seal  
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L.D.P.
Leak Detection Pump
• First used 1996 M.Y.
• Was mounted in 
several locations
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L.D.P. vent function
• Normal state is to vent 
the canister
• Spring loaded poppet 
valve at bottom
• Valve vents to remote 
air filter
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This spring closes 
the vent valve
L.D.P.
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L.D.P.
3 wires to LPD
1. 12 volt power (ign. + or 
ASD)
2. Switch sense wire
3. PCM solenoid control 
(pulsed ground)
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L.D.P. 
• Unlike most other systems, LDP creates a 
positive pressure on the EVAP system (7.5”
water) and monitors a pressure decay timer to 
determine sealing
• L.D.P. works sort of like a toilet plunger using 
a calibrated spring and manifold vacuum as 
the energy source
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L.D.P. 
• The solenoid on top operates a valve that 
provides either manifold vacuum or atmospheric 
pressure to the top side of the diaphragm 
• A calibrated spring on the top side exerts 
downward force, this opens the vent valve when 
the pump is not on, it also “plunges” pressure 
into the EVAP system
• There are 2 one-way check valves underneath the 
diaphragm
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L.D.P.  Enabling conditions
• Engine must be running
• Leak test runs on a cold soak start
• Fuel level  has to be 15-85%
• There are also minimum ambient temp and 
barometric requirements 
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L.D.P. leak test
• First purge is ramped up to clear any pressure 
and then is turned off
• The solenoid is energized allowing vacuum on 
top, compressing the spring, stroking the 
diaphragm up  and closing the canister vent 
valve
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L.D.P. leak test
• The upward movement 
creates a slight low 
pressure area under the 
diaphragm
• The inlet check valve 
opens, admitting filtered 
air
• A magnetic reed switch 
closes and signals the 
PCM the diaphragm is up
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VAC
VAC
Atmosp.
L.D.P. leak test
• The solenoid is 
switched off
• With press equalization 
the spring strokes the 
diaphragm down
• The switch state 
changes and the 
solenoid is re-energized
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To   
canister
L.D.P. leak test
• Once the EVAP system 
reaches spring 
pressure, the 
diaphragm stays in the 
up position “stalemate”
• A timer is started and 
the PCM monitors 
switch status
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7.5” H20
L.D.P. leak test
• The longer the 
diaphragm stays up, the 
better the seal
• A leak will cause the 
diaphragm to fall and 
the switch sense will 
change  
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Press. 
loss
L.D.P. operation
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Full stroke Hold and pump
L.D.P. leak test
• The performance can 
be checked under last 
result
• After the test passes 
purge flow monitor can 
run
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Pass with flying colors!
L.D.P. forced monitor 
• The DRB3 provides a 
forced monitor
• This bypasses the 
normal enabling criteria
• Useful in repair 
verification
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L.D.P. shop testing
• Because of the normally 
open vent, when smoke 
or air pressure testing, 
the LDP should be 
placed in “hold” mode
• Activate LDP to hold 
with scan tool and 
provide constant 
vacuum to the LDP
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If using  generic  scan 
tool, use mode 8
L.D.P. shop testing
• Most vehicles of the 
LDP era had the green 
Schrader valve/cap
• Can also be tested at 
the filler cap using an 
adapter tool such as 
8382 or 6922
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Under hood EVAP 
service port
Other leak detection systems
’01-’05 Stratus/Sebring
“Mitsubishi” fuel system
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• Vehicle running, 
vacuum decay method
• 3 wire EVAP pressure 
sensor
• 2 wire EVAP ventilation 
solenoid on canister to 
seal the system
Other leak detection systems
’04-’08 Crossfire
“Mercedes” fuel system
• Vehicle running,    
vacuum decay method
• 3 wire EVAP pressure 
sensor
• 2 wire canister vent valve
• Also flashes low fuel light 
if a leak is present
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Other leak detection systems
Most early Chrysler OBD2 vehicles:
No pump or pressure switch/sensor used
Purge Rationality based on one or a combo of: 
1.IAC step decrease
2.RPM increase
3.Short term trim negative shift 
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Conclusion
Questions???
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